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A cloud of space debris is formed when numerous defunct space objects orbit collectively around the Earth. Space debris

clouds can have a much greater impact on space vehicles in low earth orbit as a result of cumulative collisions if they are not

tracked beforehand to alert spacecraft of a cloud of multiple threats. Tracking a cloud of space debris as point clouds to

maneuver spacecraft away from the collision zone provides an alternative solution to avoiding such catastrophic events. In this

research, the Iterative Closet Point (ICP) algorithm is applied to register the space debris clouds from two successive motion

scans as two point clouds for geometric alignment. Given two roughly aligned shapes represented by two point clouds, the ICP

algorithm iteratively performs point correspondences to align two shapes and determines a rigid transformation between two

point clouds to minimize a mean-square distance metric. The ICP method utilizes the rotational and translational transformations

to align two point clouds over six degrees of freedom while providing the kinematic patterns of space debris clouds to train an

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) system. The machine-learning backpropagation algorithm performs pattern recognition using

an ANN to predict dynamic changes of the ICP kinematic patterns for accurate point-cloud tracking. Real samples of space

debris are collected online to validate the effectiveness of the space debris cloud tracking system using the machine learning

ICP registration method.
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